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Abstract – The optimization methods of the logic circuit of Moore finite-state-machine are proposed. These methods are based on the existence of 

pseudo equivalent states of Moore finite-state-machine, wide fan-in of PAL macrocells, and free resources of embedded memory blocks. The methods 

are oriented on hypothetical VLSI microcircuits based on CPLD technology and containing PAL macrocells and embedded memory blocks. The 

conditions of effective application of each proposed method are shown. An algorithm of choice of the best model of finite-state-machine for given 

conditions is proposed. The examples of proposed methods application are given. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is also investigated. The 

analysis of the effectiveness of proposed methods showed that optimal in the given conditions method always permits a decrease of the hardware 

amount in comparison with earlier known methods of the Moore finite-state-machine design. This decrease in hardware does not lead to a decrease in 

the performance of the control unit. Moreover, there are some special cases, when some other models of Moore finite-state-machine are more effective. 

The proposed methods can be modified for real CPLDs, where embedded memory blocks are absent. In this case, the system of microoperations is 

implemented using PAL macrocells too. The same effectiveness of proposed methods should be tested for both cases of FPGA with embedded memory 

blocks and for CPLD CoolRunner based on PLA technology. The proposed methods should be modified to meet the specific requirements of these 

chips. 

Анотація – Запропоновано методи оптимізації логічної схеми кінцевого автомата Мура. Ці методи засновані на існуванні псевдоеквіва-

лентних станів кінцевого автомата Мура, широкому коефіцієнту об'єднання по входу макроелементів PAL та вільних ресурсах вбудова-

них блоків пам'яті. Методи орієнтовані на гіпотетичні мікросхеми VLSI на основі технології CPLD і містять макроелементи PAL та 

вбудовані блоки пам'яті. Показано умови ефективного застосування кожного запропонованого методу. Запропоновано алгоритм вибору 

найкращої моделі кінцевого автомата для даних умов. Наведені приклади застосування запропонованих методів. Ефективність запропо-

нованих методів також було досліджено. Аналіз ефективності запропонованих методів показав, що оптимальний у даних умовах метод 

завжди дозволяє зменшити апаратну кількість порівняно з раніше відомими методами проєктування кінцевого автомата Мура. Це 

зменшення апаратних засобів не призводить до зниження продуктивності блоку управління. Більше того, існують особливі випадки, 

коли деякі інші моделі кінцевого автомата Мура є більш ефективними. Запропоновані методи можуть бути модифіковані для реальних 

CPLD, де вбудовані блоки пам'яті відсутні. У цьому випадку система мікрооперацій також реалізована з використанням макроелемен-

тів PAL. Слід перевірити однакову ефективність запропонованих методів як для випадків FPGA із вбудованими блоками пам'яті, так і 

для CPLD CoolRunner на основі технології PLA. Запропоновані методи необхідно модифікувати відповідно до конкретних вимог цих 

мікросхем. 

 

Introduction 

Practically any modern telecommunications system includes a control unit [1]. It is a 

“brain” of the system responsible for interplay of all its blocks. Very often, a model of 

Moore finite state machine (FSM) is used for representing the control unit [2]. Nowadays, 

the field programmable logic devices (CPLDs) are mostly used for implementing logic cir-
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cuits of FSMs [3,4] Mostly, FPGAs are used for implementing complex FSMs, whereas 

CPLDs target rather fast FSMs [5,6,7]. 

The majority of CPLDs are based of PAL-cells connected with programmable flip-

flops [8,9]. The generalized structure of PAL-based cell is represented in many works 

[10,11]. There are two specifics of PAL-cells which should be used under the development 

of design methods. First of all, PAL-cells have a limited number of product terms, q. In 

most cases q=5 [11]. It means that logic functions having more than 5 product terms should 

be implemented using more than one cell. It leads to decomposition of Boolean functions 

representing an FSM circuit [12,13,14]. In turn, it increases the propagation time of FSM. 

So, it is very important to diminish the numbers of terms in functions to be implemented. 

The second, specific of PAL-cells is a considerable amount of inputs (up to 30) [8,9]. In this 

article, we show how to use this peculiarity. One of the most important steps of FSM syn-

thesis is the state assignment [1]. During this set, each internal state of FSM is replaced by 

a binary code. 

A proper state assignment can decrease the number of PAL-cells in the FSM logic cir-

cuit [15] or reduce the power consumption [16]. Let us point out that these very goals can 

be achieved due to implementing the system of microoperations using embedded memory 

blocks (EMB) [6]. But such blocks can be found only in CPLD Delta 39K [17]. 

The peculiarity of EMBs is their ability for tuning. It means that they have the con-

stant size, whereas both numbers of cells and outputs can be different [6]. As for delta 39K, 

the blocks can be configured as 2048x1, 1024x2, 512x4, or 256x8 devices [17]. Nowadays, 

there are no methods targeting CPLDs with EMB in the respect to FSM synthesis. The only 

exception is our article [18]. We think that these methods should be developed, because 

other families of CPLDs with EMBs can be produced. 

The proposed methods discussed in this article are based on the classes of pseudoe-

quivalent states (PS) of Moore FSM [19]. The wide fan-in of PAL-cells allows using more 

than one source for representing codes of PS [18]. So, in this article three main specifics are 

used for optimizing the logic circuit of CPLD-based Moore FSM: the pseudoequivalent 

states of FSM; the wide fan-in of PAL-macrocells the configurability of EMBs. 

In this article, we deal with hypothetic CPLD chips having embedded memory 

blocks. The control algorithm of a digital system is represented by a graph-scheme of algo-

rithm (GSA) [2]. 

1. Background of Moore FSM design 

Let control algorithm of digital system be specified by graph-scheme of algorithm [2] 

  B E( , ) , where   EB b b E E0 1 2{ , }  is a set of the vertices and E  is set of the edges. Here 

b0  is initial vertex, Eb  is final vertex, E1  is a set of operational vertices, E2  is a set of condi-

tional vertices. The vertex qb E1  contains a collection of microoperations qY b Y( ) , 

where  NY y y1{ ,..., }  is a set of microoperations of data-path [1] of digital system. The ver-

tex qb E2  contains some logic condition ex X , where  LX x x1{ ,..., }  is a set of logic con-
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ditions (flags) [6]. The initial and final vertices of graph-scheme of algorithm correspond to 

initial state a A1 , where  MA a a1{ ,..., }  is a set of internal states of Moore finite-state-

machine. Each operational vertex qb E1  corresponds to unique state ma A . The logic 

circuit of Moore finite-state-machine U1  is represented by the following systems of Boole-

an functions: 

   T X( , ) ,   (1) 

 Y Y T( ) ,   (2) 

where  RT T T1{ ,..., }  is a set of internal variables encoding the states ma A , R M2]log [ ; 

  RD D1{ ,..., }  is a set of input memory functions of finite-state-machine. The systems (1) 

– (2) are formed on the base of structure table with columns [2]: ma  is current state of fi-

nite-state-machine; sK a( )  is code of the state ma ; sa  is the next state; sK a( )  is code of the 

state sa ; hX  is conjunction of some elements of the set X  (or their complements) determin-

ing the transition  m sa a, ; h  is collection of input memory functions that are equal to 1 

to switch the memory from mK a( )  into sK a( ) ;  h H11,..., ( )  is a number of line. The col-

umn ma  contains collection of microoperations mY a Y( ) , that are generated in the state 

ma A . It is clear that q mY b Y a( ) ( ) , where vertex qb E1  is marked by internal state 

ma A . The structure diagram of Moore finite-state-machine U1  is shown in Fig. 1. 

Here block of input memory functions (BIMF) forms functions (1) and block of mi-

crooperations (BMO) forms functions (2). The resister (RG) keeps code mK a( ) ; pulse 

“Start” is used to load the code of initial state a A1  into register; pulse “Clock” is used to 

change the content of register. In this article we discuss the case when CPLD technology is 

used in some SoPC. In this case BIMF is implemented using PAL macrocells and BMO is 

implemented using embedded memory blocks.  

 

Block of Input

Memory

Functions

BIMF

RG

Block of

Microoperations

BMO

Start

Clock

X

T Y

 
Fig. 1. Structure diagram of Moore FSM U1 

As a rule, the number of transitions H1( )  exceeds number of transitions H0( )  of an 

equivalent Mealy finite-state-machine [6]. It leads to an increase of the number of PAL 

macrocells in the circuit of Moore finite-state-machine in comparison with the equivalent 
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Mealy finite-state-machine. The value H1( )  can be decreased taking into account the 

pseudoequivalent states of Moore finite-state-machine [19]. The states m sa a A,  are 

pseudoequivalent states, if identical inputs result in identical next states for both m sa a A, . 

It is possible, if outputs of operational vertices marked by these states are connected with 

the input of the same vertex of graph-scheme of algorithm  . Let  A IB B1{ ,..., }  be a par-

tition of the set A  by the classes of pseudoequivalent states I M( ) .There are two main 

methods of Moore finite-state-machine optimization based on pseudoequivalent states 

[19]: optimal encoding of the states; transformation of the codes of states into the codes of 

classes of pseudoequivalent states. 

In the first case the states ma A  are encoded in such a manner that codes of the 

states m ia B  i I( 1,..., )  belong to single generalized interval of R-dimensional Boolean 

space. It leads to Moore finite-state-machine U2  that has the same structure as Moore fi-

nite-state-machine U1 . The algorithm from work [1] can be used for such encoding. It is 

shown in the work [19] that the number of transitions H2( )  of U2  is decreased up to 

H0( ) . But such encoding is not always possible [6]. 

In the second case the classes i AB  are encoded by binary codes iK B( )  with 

R I1 2]log [  bits. The variables  r  are used for such encoding where   R1 . Let us 

point out that I M0  where M0  is the number of the states of the equivalent Mealy finite-

state-machine. This approach leads to the Moore finite-state-machine U3  with BCT (Fig.2). 

Block of

Input

Memory

Functions

BIMF

RG
Block of

Microoperations

BMO

Start

Clock

X
T Y



Block of Code

Transformer

BCT

 
Fig. 2. Structure diagram of Moore FSM U3 

In the Moore finite-state-machine U3  BIMF implements the functions 

    X( , )    (3) 

and block of code transformer (BCT) implements the functions 

    T( ) .   (4) 

The number of transitions of Moore finite-state-machine U3  is equal to H0( ) . The 

drawback of U3  is existence of block of code transformer that consumes additional re-

sources of embedded memory blocks (in comparison with U1 ). 
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In our article we propose to combine the application of optimal encoding of the states 

and transformation of the codes of the states. In this case block of code transformer can be 

even eliminated if some condition holds. The proposed method is based on the following 

features of hypothetical CPLD in use: 

the fan-in of PAL macrocells exceeds significantly the maximal possible number of 

literals in terms of the system (1); 

the number of the outputs of embedded memory block can be chosen from some re-

stricted area. 

The first feature permits to use more than one source to represent the code of the cur-

rent state ma A . The second feature permits to use some bits of embedded memory block 

to represent the codes of the classes of pseudoequivalent states. 

2. Main ideas of proposed method  

Let embedded memory block have q  words if the number of its outputs Ft 1 . If 

q M , then embedded memory block should be configured in such a manner that it has  

 t q Mmax ] / [    (5) 

outputs. The final value of the number of outputs Ft  is chosen from set pS  that contains 

the possible fixed numbers of outputs. For example, if tmax 6  and pS {1,2,4,8} , then 

Ft 4 . 

The total amount of the outputs st  of all embedded memory blocks of the BMO is deter-

mined as  

 s F Ft N t t/     .   (6) 

In this case  

   t st N    (7) 

outputs are free and they can be used to represent the codes of the classes of pseudoequiv-

alent states.  

If the condition  

  t R1    (8) 

holds, then graph-scheme of algorithm   can be interpreted by Moore finite-state-

machine U4  (Fig. 3). 

In the Moore finite-state-machine U4  BIMF forms functions (3) and BMO and codes 

of the classes BMO implements both the systems (2) and (4). In this case block code trans-

former is eliminated and states of finite-state-machine can be encoded in an arbitrary 

manner.  
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Fig. 3.  Structure diagram of Moore FSM U4 

If condition (8) is violated, then we propose the following approach. Let us represent 

the set A  as   A B C  where i BB , if condition  

 iB 1   (9) 

holds, otherwise i CB . 

It is clear that circuit of code transformer should generate only the codes iK B( )  where 

i BB . Let us encode the states ma A in the optimal way [19] and let us represent the set 

B  as   B D E . Here i DB , if codes of the states m ia B  belong to single general-

ized interval of Boolean space. Now only codes of the states   m Ea A  should be trans-

formed where   jA  is a set of the states m ia B , where   i jB j A B C D E, , , , . It is 

enough     
 ER2 2log 1  binary variables to encode the classes i EB . Let these vari-

ables form the set Z , where Z R2 . 

If the condition  

  t R2    (10) 

holds, then graph-scheme of algorithm   can be interpreted by the Moore finite-state-

machine U5  (Fig. 4). 

Block of
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Functions

BIMF
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X
T

Y


Z

 
Fig. 4. Structure diagram of Moore FSM U5 

Here BIMF forms functions 

    T Z X, , ,   (11) 

circuit BMO forms both functions (2) and functions 
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 Z Z T( ) .   (12) 

In the finite-state-machine U5
 the block of code transformer is absent and variables 

rT T  represent both the states  m Ca A( )  and the classes i DB . The classes i EB  

are represented by the circuit BMO. 

In this case the number of inputs in the PAL macrocells is increased from L R1  (fi-

nite-state-machine U3 ) to  L R R2  (finite-state-machine U5 ) , but it does not increase the 

hardware amount in the BIMF in comparison with finite-state-machine U3 . The cycle time 

of both U1  and U5  is the same in the worst case. In the best case the BIMF of U5  has less 

amount of levels than BIMF of U1 . It means that the time of cycle of U5  can be less than 

the time of cycle of U1 . Therefore, the proposed approach permits to decrease the hard-

ware amount without a decrease of performance of digital system. Let us point out that 

the cycle times of U2 , U3 , U4 , U5  are the same. 

If conditions (8) and (10) are violated, then we propose to represent the set E  as 

  E F G . The set F  includes Fn  classes where 

 


 tFn 2 1 .   (13) 

The codes of the classes i FB  are kept in the circuit BMO and the variables rz Z  

are used for their representation where  tZ . The set G  includes  

    G C D Fn I n n n    (14) 

classes where  C Cn ,  D Dn . These classes can be encoded using the variables  r  

where   R3  and  

  GR n3 2]log ( 1)[ .   (15) 

In this case we propose to interpret the graph-scheme of algorithm   by the Moore finite-

state-machine U6  (Fig.5). 
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Z

 
Fig. 5. Structure diagram of Moore FSM U6 

Here BIMF forms the functions  

   T Z X( , , , ) ,   (16) 
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circuit BMO forms both the functions (2) and (12), circuit of code transformer forms the 

functions (4). In the finite-state-machine U6  the number of inputs of PAL macrocells is 

equal to   tL R R3 , but BIMF has the same hardware amount as in case of the finite-

state-machine U3 . The block of code transformer of U6  has less hardware amount than the 

block of code transformer of U3
. 

The Moore finite-state-machine U6  has the most complex structure and method of its 

design includes the biggest amount of steps in comparison with finite-state-machines 

U U1 5 . In our article we propose the method of design of the finite-state-machine U6  in-

cluding the following steps: 

 Construction of the marked graph-scheme of algorithm   and construction of the set 

of internal states  MA a a1{ ,..., }  of the Moore finite-state-machine. 

 Construction of the partition   A B C . 

 Optimal encoding of the states and construction of the sets D  and E . 

 Calculation of t and construction of the sets F  and G . 

 Encoding of the classes  i F GB .  

 Construction of the table of circuit BMO. 

 Construction of the modified structure table of finite-state-machine. 

 Construction of the table of code transformer 

 Implementation of the logic circuit of finite-state-machine. 

The choice of particular model depends on some conditions. In this article we pro-

pose the following algorithm of such choice (Fig. 6). 

If the condition (8) holds, then the model U4  should be chosen. Otherwise, the opti-

mal encoding of the states should be executed. If all classes i AB  are represented by 

unique generalized intervals of Boolean space  E R)( , then the model U5  should be cho-

sen. If  t R1  and  E R)( , then condition (10) determines the optimal model of Moore 

finite-state-machine for interpretation of graph-scheme of algorithm   using the hardware 

of a SoPC with the CPLD technology. 

Conclusions  

The proposed methods of implementation of the Moore finite-state-machine using 

PAL macrocells and embedded memory blocks allow decreasing the cost of logic circuit of 

control unit in comparison with known methods of the Moore finite-state-machine design. 

In this article the proposed methods are based on the following peculiarities of both Moore 

finite-state-machine and CPLD:   

 Existence of the pseudoequivalent states (P1 ). 

 Wide fan-in of the PAL macrocells (P2 ). 

Existence of the set of fixed numbers for outputs of embedded memory block ( P3 ) 

remind that such blocks exist only for our hypothetical CPLD.  
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1
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Fig. 6. Choice of the Moore FSM model 

There following structures of the logic circuit of Moore finite-state-machine are proposed 

in this article: 

 Moore finite-state-machine U4  based on properties P1  and P3 . 

 Moore finite-state-machine U5  based on the optimal encoding of pseudoequivalent 

states and properties P2  and P3 . 

 Moore finite-state-machine U6  based on the optimal encoding of the pseudoequiva-

lent states, the properties P2  and P3  and use of code transformer. 

Each of proposed methods can be applied only if some conditions hold, which are differ-

ent for different methods. The choice of particular method is supported by the special al-

gorithm proposed in this article. Let us point out that these methods cannot be applied in 

the case of Mealy finite-state-machine, because it has no pseudoequivalent states.  

Our analysis of effectiveness of proposed methods showed that optimal in the given 

conditions method always permits decrease of the hardware amount in comparison with 

earlier known methods of the Moore finite-state-machine design. This decrease of hard-

ware does not lead to a decrease of the performance of the control unit. There are some 

special cases such as  t 0  or  i  i B C G( , ,..., ) , where some other models of Moore 

finite-state-machine are more effective. These cases are the subjects of our further research. 

The proposed methods can be modified for real CPLDs, where embedded memory blocks 

are absent. In this case the system of microoperations is implemented using PAL macro-
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cells too. The same effectiveness of proposed methods should be tested for both cases of 

FPGA with embedded memory blocks and for CPLD CoolRunner [9] based on PLA tech-

nology. Of course, the proposed methods should be modified to meet specific require-

ments of these chips.  
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